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Key Takeaways
Data Is Hard When Context Is Lacking
When data management stops at the data lake, 
data consumers struggle to put data in context 
for insight and decisions.

You Can’t Scale Semantics Without Machine 
Learning
The digital business scales data beyond 
human strength. Machine learning provides the 
comprehensive view and processing capabilities 
needed to monetize all data.

Machine Learning Makes The Leap To 
Analytics Attainable
Machine learning inside data catalogs is a 
fact-finder. Get to insights faster by leveraging 
recognition and pattern analytics as data is 
processed, rather than after.

Why read This report
data management has relied heavily on the logical 
and physical aspects of data and systems. The 
result? rigid, brittle systems that don’t support 
multiple use cases or adapt quickly to new 
business scenarios. adding semantics to the data 
equation means data isn’t stuck waiting to be 
monetized from the lake — it is ready for activation 
in the digital business. This report breaks down 
how data and information architects can hydrate 
the semantic desert and invest in technology that 
ensures data lake and big data fabric investments 
achieve intended business outcomes.
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Semantic deserts Make data impossible To Understand

Thirty-six percent of global data and analytics decision makers whose firms are adopting systems 
of insight are challenged with merging existing business processes to source data to analyze it and 
implement insights.1 and 37% are challenged with sourcing, gathering, managing, and governing the 
data as it grows.2 The challenge isn’t the data; the challenge is ensuring data has the right context. 
When it comes to insight, semantics is everything.

Semantics encompasses how we classify, label, and relate data through the use of data models 
and schemas such as ontologies, taxonomies, and hierarchies.

The ceO of a medical device company became frustrated that revenue figures between business units 
didn’t “tick-n-tie.” The culprits were the different definitions of a customer and different methods of 
calculating revenue and contribution. The business units were running their numbers correctly, but how 
they defined the customer determined what lead, opportunity, and order they included in the revenue 
calculation. This is a common challenge that a master data management program is usually tasked to 
solve — but often doesn’t. The problem of semantics creates further disconnects (see figure 1).
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fIGURe 1 Semantics Untangles definitions and adapts data for different Use cases

Who is my customer?

Customer: shopper

Marketing de�nition
Contact

Sales de�nition
Budget holder

Finance de�nition
Payor

Marketing tracks
in�uence and transactions

Sales tracks
forecast and revenue

CFO needs
�nancial statement

Customer: decision maker Customer: account

Discover Explore Buy Use Ask Engage

Rethink DIY Data Management for Data Consumers

it’s christmastime and you are going to give your child their first bicycle. The salesperson asks if you 
want to assemble the bicycle yourself or if you want the bicycle shop to do that for you. Most of us 
will have the bicycle shop assemble the bike rather than spend a weekend doing it ourselves. The 
same analogy applies to data: consumers want the silver bullet, and data managers need to get them 
as close to that expectation as possible rather than giving them the parts. To overcome semantic 
disconnects, and to address data consumers’ needs, enterprise architecture (ea) pros must provide 
key semantics by capturing and maintaining:

 › Spatial conditions. Where business activities and customer activities happen affects how a 
business operates and engages. capturing place (virtual, physical, direct, indirect, location, etc.) 
helps you understand effectiveness and opportunities to improve outcomes.3

 › Temporal conditions. customers live in a journey, often multiple.4 Logistics depends on 
timestamps for route and delivery optimization. Time is a crucial data point for discrete analysis, 
trending, and prediction.
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 › Intent. call center agents at an insurance company were amazed when call log analytics showed a 
different set of questions and needs from members than what they were designing a conversational 
agent for. clarity of intent allowed call center agents to improve time-to-resolution and increase 
satisfaction with customers to drive loyalty and reduce churn.

 › Relationships and linkage. Medical researchers model knee replacement outcomes based on 
medication, rehabilitation, readmittance, and other factors that indicate optimal results. Pattern 
analysis relies on the discrete capture and high fidelity of metadata to see how these factors relate 
and influence one another.5

Machine Learning data catalogs automate Semantics at Scale

classification, tagging, and linkage will overwhelm manual stewardship efforts. Traditional data 
management and governance tools address semantics and business logic in too many disparate points 
in a data process. converging data management and governance capabilities, building in machine 
learning intelligence, and addressing semantics along with physical and logical metadata and model 
requirements creates a machine learning data catalog that (see figure 2):

 › Consolidates data quality and governance technologies. data quality, master data 
management, reference data management, metadata management, and profiling are executed 
within the same environment, simplifying the way data is processed and governed.

 › Interprets data use to contextualize data. Transitioning from heuristic to statistical machine 
learning allows the data catalog to evolve through behavioral inferencing. how data is sourced, 
processed, used, and prepared informs the physical, logical, and semantic state of the data.

 › Provisions data intelligently. Machine learning systems leverage graph-based repositories to 
connect data policies to the data. Security, privacy, quality, and life-cycle policies coexist with the 
data, making it possible to turn a reference source into a policy engine for data pipelines, services, 
and access.

 › Uncovers insights and features before questions are asked. Statistical machine learning mines 
data looking for patterns and relationships to classify and model data and metadata. catalogs thus 
compute facts at the same time as curation, making it possible to unlock insight without additional 
overhead of SQL scripts or business intelligence (Bi) modeling.

 › Provides the steppingstone to a complete data management platform. Today’s machine 
learning data catalogs are built on big data foundations leveraging hadoop, key stores, graph 
databases, and Spark. There is little to hold them back from evolving into a complete data 
management and insight platform — which is what some of our forrester Wave vendors are doing.6
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fIGURe 2 Machine Learning data catalogs apply Systems-Of-insight Principles To Understand and activate data
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What It Means

Machine Learning data catalogs evolve into Systems Of insight

The leap from data catalog to system of insight is more of a hop than a vault. The overall construct 
is a comparable architecture to roll out predictive and prescriptive analytics into real-time 
environments.7 Leaders in our forrester Wave evaluation of machine learning data catalogs — iBM, 
reltio, and Unifi — are examples of vendors introducing business facts into the catalog that are 
derived by machine learning.8 customer insight platforms such as allSight and clearstory lead on 
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analytics, but they do so because of the intelligence from robust cataloging functionality in their 
architecture.9 ea pros can see this more clearly by viewing the machine learning data catalog 
capabilities with a lens on analytics and insight (see figure 3):

 › The composable data hub is your insight platform. Machine learning is not only managing 
the data, it is interpreting it through pattern analysis. it’s the organization’s choice to apply views 
and query the repository to show business insight like customer 360, sentiment, or propensity to 
need repair.10

 › Data engagement and delivery services are how algorithms decide, act, and learn. data in 
search, query, and use determines data trust and relevance. But it also captures new business 
behaviors and results that can inform better process and decisions.11

 › Data curation is where the thinking and inference happens. Machine learning continuously 
optimizes and adapts data to new classifications and models. The catalog evolves and prunes the 
data in the context of business value and outcomes.12

 › Data training guides, governs, and explains intelligence. Prior art in the form of lineage capture, 
provenance, data models, standards, policies, and business logic is a source for training. These 
inputs lead machine learning from data catalogs uses to build data toward business objectives.13

 › Analytic workbenches and the insight fabric feed and frame knowledge. With machine learning 
at the core, the data, data transformations, source metadata, data models, and analytics models 
are fused inside the machine learning data catalog. removing the boundaries between data 
management and analytics eliminates the challenges of pushing algorithms to real time because 
everything coexists in the analytic model.14

 › Intelligent applications take advantage of the insight experience. applications and automation 
are prerequisites in a system of insight. The machine learning data catalog already sees these 
systems as inputs and targets for data. as insights are also uncovered, those insights can be 
instrumented into the experience.15
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fIGURe 3 Machine Learning data catalogs are Poised as The insight hub for Systems Of insight
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